Title word cross-reference

γ [Gra88c].

* [DC85, JN88]. */ [DC85].

-GLA [Gra88c, Gra88a, Gra88b]. -like [Ros87b]. -or- [Ros88, Spe88]. -v [Pik83].

/* [DC85]. /etc/passwd [Hoo83]. /rdb [Man83a, Man83b].

1 [Kol86, Tor83a, Tor83b, Wil83b, Wil83c]. 1-2-3 [TK88a, TK88b]. 1/2 [Kri84a, Kri84b]. 1/2-inch [Kri84a, Kri84b].

11 [Kar83]. 11/44 [Tuo82]. 11/780 [GM82a, GM82b, Tuo82]. 11s [See83]. 12/

84 [Wei85a, Wei85b]. 16-bit [Bis83]. 1988 [Til88].

2 [Bak89, Bam85a, Bam85b, Car87c, DO85, Pow84]. 2-D [Bam85a, Bam85b]. 2-inch [Kri84a, Kri84b]. 20 [Hat82].

3 [Ale87a, Ale87b, KK89b, KK89c, LOR88a, LOR88b, TF89a, TF89b, Zuc83b, Zuc83c].

3-D [KK89b, KK89c, LOR88a, LOR88b, TF89a, TF89b]. 3-Dimensional

[Ale87a, Ale87b]. 3/5 [Sch83c]. 32/27 [Ble83]. 3D [BPM87, SGS89]. 3DWorks [SGS89].

4.1BSD [CQ83a, CB83]. 4.1C [CQ83b].

4.2bsd [All83c, BH86, CKM85, Eva83, JTUB85, Joy82a, Joy82b, JLMM82, KM83,
Kri84a, Kri84b, Lef82, LKM84, Len86b, LS83b, MK85a, McK82b, Mos82, O’D83a, OTW85, PBL86, WG84. 4.3BSD

[4.3BSD] [Gou86, HS89, KM86, MK85b, MK88, MK89, Sto89b, Tre88]. 4/95 [Poz83].

4BSD [JLSG84, Lan84].

4GL [Sto88].

64 [JS89a]. 64-2332 [Lan86].

68000/Unix [Gar86].

80 [Cox83]. 8x [Ros87d].

9 [Pre88]. 9660/HSG [KGT89].

Abstract [LC87b]. Abstractions [SA86a, SA86b]. Abstracts [USE87d].

Academic [Mid87]. Accelerate [Sch89].

Access [CJ88, Chr89a, Chr89b, FA88, HP89a, HP89b, Kra88a, LG88, MC85a, MC85b, Man87b, Mog99, OLJ+88, Ort88, Ric85, Win88, Lit88, MC85a]. Accessing [GBM87a, GBM87b].

Account [Abb87, FT89, PM8D88, TH87]. Accounting [Eat88, GP88, McK88b, WH83]. Accounts [Bis87c].

Accuracy [SF86].

Adaptation [Bey88, adapted [Yos85].

Adapting [Rob84b]. Adaptive [Cic88].

Address [Che87b]. Addresses [HP85, HB86]. Addressing [All83c, Lau85, Sal89a]. Administering [Zad89].

Administrative [Abb87, Car88d, Con88, Cyg88, Dat88, FS89, HH88, Hum88a, Joi87, Jon88, KGL89, Lit88, Ond89, Smi87b, Ste84, USE88f, USE89e, Van88, Woh88].

Administrator [Hei87, PL89, RW86a].

Administrators [USE87d]. Advanced [Tur87]. Adventures [KM84b, KM84a, Mor88d]. Advice [BH86].

Advisor [RU88a, RU88b]. Affecting [SM89]. AFQL [CS86]. Afraid [LK82].

after [MN88, O’D83a]. AFUU [DB88]. Again [PS82]. Age [McD87, Red85, RW86a, RW86a, Tay86].

Aid [Kle87, LFN+89a, LFN+89b]. Aide [LW89b, LW89a]. Aided [Tho85a, Tho85b, Wat88c]. Aids [RW86a, SM84]. AIX [CLH+89, TGB+89].

Algorithm [BK87, SW84a, SW84b]. Algorithms [MT89]. Aliased [Coh87]. aliasing [PG88c]. All-Natural [Har85a, Har85b]. Allegro [LQ87].

Allocation [LB89a, LB89b, ZH88, Cor82].

Allocator [Cap88, MK88, Smi89]. Alpha [Tho85a, Tho85b]. Alpha1 [Bam85a, Bam85b]. Alternative [DLK84, DO85]. Alternatives [FW89].

Always [Tay88, TI89]. Amda [Wal82a, Wal82b, Wal82c]. Amsterdam [KTV83].

Analysis [BL89, Jae83, Leb87, Mi87, Per82a, SD87].

Analyzers [Gra88c, Gra88a, Gra88b].

Analyzing [Kor89a, Kor89b].

Anarchy [TS87]. Andrew [BRS88a, Mor88b, USE88d, BERS88b, Cyg88, Hec88, How88, Kaz88, Man87a, Mor88c, PHS+88a, PHS+88b].

Angus [War82]. Animated [JHRR85].

Animation [Duf85].

Application [BRS88a, Hor82a, KI82, Mar84, Mee85, SM89, Sto85, UTC84].

Applications [BDWW89, Bil86, BWH87, Che89, DLM+87,
Gri85, HS82, Jam88, Kep85, Nor84, Rei89, SW82, Ste88a, Sun88, TBS87, Sto88.

Applying [VL88a, VL88b]. Approach [HCE88, KAH83a, Mor88c, Oti88, Son88a, Son88b, Van87, Pre85]. Approximate [Nac88a, Nac88b]. April [USE87d, USE89a, USE89j]. Automatic [AN88, Gra87, Gro87, Koe84, Nac86, O’B85, Sig87].

B-Level [Kno87]. B-spline [Sta87a, Sta87b]. B-Splines [Tho86]. B1 [ST89a, ST89b, SM89]. Back [AGHR89a, AGHR89b, Uit87a, Uit87b]. Backup [AN88, Har88b, Hec88, Hom87, Hum88a, Par88b, Poe87, YKK89, Zwi88a, Zwi88b].

Backups [MR89]. Bad [Dye82a, Dye82b, SW84a, SW84b].

Bad-Block [SW84a, SW84b]. Bad-Sector [Dye82a, Dye82b]. Balancing [Ber86, Cab86, JS87]. Baltimore [USE89f, USE89i]. Band [Rag89a, Rag89b].

Base [Ben82, GBM87a, GBM87b, Hae83, Hoo83, Isa83a, Lev83, Man83a, Man83b, Ohk84, Wai82].

Based [AM85a, AM85b, BNB87, CE89a, CE89b, Che82, CM89a, CM89b, CP84a, CP84b, DHKW87, Gan88a, Gan88b, GGSW88a, GGSW88b, HQZ+87, HP89a, HP89b, JHRR86, JH86, KTS+86a, KTS+86b, KT88a, KT88b, Klee85, Klee87, Lew86a, Lew86b, LZ82, Man87b, Neu86a, Neu86b, Roc89a, Son88a, Son88b, STT86a, STT86b, Tra85, Wam83a, Wam83b, WR+89, BL88a, BL88b, Epp89, KLP88a, KLP88b, LM88a, LB89a, LB89b, LOR88a, LOR88b, NLR84a, NLR84b, PG87, Sam87, McD84a, McD84b, Per87a, PY84a, PY84b, Wat88b, WH83, HK83, HK86a, HK86b, KK89a, LM88b, Mog89, SR85a, SR85b, Sti83].

Basic [Rich85, Bak89]. Basis [Fis86c, Fis86d, FF88].

Batching [Har88a].

C

[BG88b, Lea89, Lea89, Ros87b, Tie88, AB85, AG88a, AG88b, BBT83, Bak89, BD87a, Bol88, Boy84, Bre88a, Bre88b, Bro87, Bru88, Cap88, Car87c, Che89, Con87, Cox82, Cox83, DHKW87, Dew87, DO85, DG87, Don89b, Dye82a, Dye82b, Ecc88, FKT83, Feu84, Feu85, Fis86a, Fis86b, FJ82, Fri87, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, GS87, GR85, GM86, Gor87a, Gor87b, Gor87, Gro88, Ha89, Hop87c, Joh88a, Joh88b, KLP88a, KLP88b, KM85, Ken83, Kir87, Koe88, Kol86, Koe83, Kri86, LR84, LM88c, LS88, Lon82a, Lon82b, MLRC88, Man87b, Mey82a, Mur88d, Mur88e, O’R88, Oti88, Pow83, Raf87, Raf88a, Raf88b, RRS87, Ree82a, Ree82b, Ric87, dR85, RS87, Ros87c, RK88, Sch82, Sch83b, Sch88b, Sho87, Ste83a, Ste83b, Ste85, Sto88, Str85a, Str85b, Str87b, Str87c, SS87, Str88a, Str88b]. C [Str88c, Str88d, Str88e, Str88f, Str89a, Str89b, Str89c, Til83, Tri87, USE87a, USE88a, USE89k, Wal87, WS84, WM82, Woo83a, ZH88]. C* [Ros87b, RS87]. C-1 [Kol86]. C2 [HJAW88]. CA [USE83a, Ass83a, Ass83b, USE85d, USE86d, USE88f, USE89c, USE89i]. Cache [BLMW87, Che87b]. Caching [Kaz88]. CAD [Dyk87, HQZ+87]. CAIS [Fis86c, Fis86d, GBH86]. Cake [Som88]. California [USE88h, USE89g]. Call [Kar83, Leb87, McK83c, McK83d, Rod86]. Callout [BL88a, BL88b]. Calls
[LN88]. Computer [BED88, BO83a, BO83b, Che82, Cog87, CH83a, CH83b, Ges86, Hwu89a, Hwu89b, Ivi84a, Ivi84b, LG88, Les88d, LM83a, LM83b, Min82a, Min82b, Miy88, O’BE82, Pet87, SB88a, SB88b, Spa89, Sul87, Tay86, Tho85a, Tho85b, USE85d, USE86d, USE87c, USE89i, Wat88c, Wil88, Don88, KL82a, Poz83].

Computer-Aided [Tho85a, Tho85b].

Computers [FT83, HZ89a, HZ89b, Lin84, SSWW83, SF86]. Computing [FT83, HZ89a, HZ89b, Lin84, SSWW83, SF86].

Concept [FT83].

Concerns [LAKS88].

Concise [FJ82].

Concurrency [Gro87, Kat82c]. Concurrent [HMP83b, OLJ88, Ort88, Pik89, GR85, HMP83a].

Conference [Sof83, Sof84, Til88, Usr82, USE82a, USE82b, USE83a, Ass83a, USE83b, USE84a, USE84b, USE84c, USE85c, USE85a, USE85b, USE86c, USE86a, USE86b, USE87b, USE87f, USE87g, USE88a, USE88e, USE88h, USE88j, USE88k, USE89f, USE89g, USE89e, USE89b, USE85c, USE86c, USE88d].

Conferencing [RRSZ89, STT86a, STT86b].

Configuration [Bla89, DF89, Ful89b, Gle89, RWNA87, Sch86b, Sch86c, Van87, ML88]. Configured [Van88]. Configuring [HZ89a, HZ89b]. Connect [RCB83]. Connecting [Mili84a]. Connection [Bl83a, Del87, KN88]. Considerations [EGL86, Mie86, Pat83, Rei89, Woh88].

Considered [Pik89]. Consistent [Har87d, Hil89]. Console [Lin88a].

Constrained [Per87a]. Constructed [BEHW86a, BEHW86b]. Constructing [KL87a, KL87b, UTC84].

Consulting [CM83].

Consulting [CAG89a, CAG89b, Man87a]. Contention [Wil82a, Wil82b].

Contiguous [Zuc83a].

Control [Bih88, Bou89, Bru88, CJS88, FA88, HP89c, Hum89, Kaj82, Kat82c, Kra88a, Len86b, Lib85a, Lib85b, MR88d, MR88e, Sch86a, Sho87, TRG87, Wil82a, Wil82b, Yos85].

Controlled [Nac88a, Nac88b]. Controller [Cic88, GZ84a, GZ84b]. Controlling [Don88, Mil89, Tri89]. Controls [Elz84, LG88, Mog89]. Convenience [JS87].

Conventional [DV89]. Conversation [CP84a, CP84b, Mye86].

Conversation-Based [CP84a, CP84b]. Conversion [Ges86]. Converting [WG84].

Cookbook [Hag83]. Cooperating [BEHW86a, BEHW86b]. Copy [NO88a, NO88b, SM88a, SM88b]. Copy-on-Write [NO88a, NO88b, SM88a, SM88b]. Core [DC85].


Coupled [BFS89, Inm85]. cpp [Loc87]. CPU [FKN85a, FKN85b, Ree81].

CRACK [RU88a, RU88b]. Crash [McK82a].

Cray [AO86, Eng88, Fou88, HK86a, HK86b, Par88a]. Creating [Sni87a].

Creation [Hei82]. Criteria [Swa83].

Criticalness [BSR88]. Cron [Har87c].

Cross [HCE87]. Cross-Module [HCE87]. crunchers [DJM86]. Cscope [Ste85]. CSL [Per82a].

CSNET [BO83a, BO83b, OL84a, OL84b, O’BE85, Rei83].

CTrace [Ste83b, Ste83a]. CTSS [AO86, Bro88].

CTSS/POSIX [Bro88].

Cult [Col87a].


D [Bam85a, Bam85b, KK89b, KK89c].

LOR88a, LOR88b, TF89a, TF89b, Ber86].

Daemon [BC88, EVS88a, EVS88b, Fed88a, Fed88b, Len87].

Daemons [Jon88]. Dallas [Til88, USE85c, USE85b, USE88a]. Darkly [DR86]. DARPA [BD86]. Darth [Ree82b, Ree82a]. DASH [AF87]. Data
[All87, BKT89, Ben82, Bis88a, Bre88a, Con87, Gri89, Hae85a, Hae85b, Hae86a, Hae86b, Hae83, Hoo83, Isa83a, Jac83, JN88, KBT89, Kal82, Lee87b, Lev83, Man83a, Man83b, Nic85, Par87, Per82a, PG87, Pyn82a, Pyn82b, Rob84b, Ros87b, RS87, Ton87, Wai82, Dro84, GS87, Han82, Hen83, McL83, WM82].

**Data-Flow**
[Hae86a, Hae86b, Hae85a, Hae85b].

**Data-Object** [BKT89].

**Data-Parallel** [Ros87b].

**Database**
[Bla89, BC89, Che89, CS86, DW88, Duf82, Haw85, KL82a, Mey82b, Son88a, Son88b, Sti83, Ton87, War83, WK83a, WK83b, Sto88].

**Dataflow** [BS85a, BS85b].

**Datagram** [Mog89].

**Day** [Ing87, RR85].

**DB** [War83].

**DBMS** [Kin83, TBS87].

**Dbxtool** [AM85b, AM85a].

**DC** [USE84c, USE87g, Ass88e].

**Deactivation** [FT89].

**Deadline** [SR88].

**Deadlock** [Pea80].

**Debugger** [AM85a, AM85b, FKT83, PG87, Ste83a, Ste83b, Zim85].

**Debugger-based** [PG87].

**Debugging** [BV88, BC84, Dav89a, HR85a, HR85b, Kat89, O’R88, VM84].

**DEC** [Kri84a, Kri84b].

**December** [USE85d].

**Decentralized** [Shu89].

**Decisions** [Mor88b, Mor88c].

**DECNET** [JLSG84, Mur88c].

**Decreasing** [Len86a].

**Defined** [Bol83].

**Definition** [Pyn82a, Pyn82b, Sta87a, Sta87b].

**Definitions** [Cra83, Mil87].

**Delegating** [DM88].

**Deletion** [FT89].

**Delivering** [Den83].

**Demand** [Jun85a, Jun85b, Mil84b].

**Denver**

**USE86c, USE86b, USE88a, USE88k].

**Department**

**GM82a, GM82b, Ond89, Les88d].

**Dependent** [JHRR86, LGZ88].

**Description** [Ada83a, Ada83b, Bas81, Cla87a, Cla87b, FJ82, Hef82, Tes82].

**Design** [AF87, Baa88, BLK87, BWS87a, BWS87b, Big85, BL89, CRJ87, Che87c, CIC88, Col84c, ELS88a, ESS89, FL82, LQC87, LC87a, MdM88, MK88, Mer82, Mye86, Rei89, SGK+85, Sch88a, SREC88, Sen87, SM84, TM82, Tho85a, Tho85b, VL88a, VL88b, War83].

**Designers** [War82].

**Detection** [BK88a, BK88b].

**Develop** [Wal87].

**Developing** [BDWW89, CKK87, DLM+87, FN83, Neu86a, Neu86b].

**Development**

**ABB+86a, ABB+86b, Bih88, Che87a, CB83, ESS89, Gro82, Hop87c, KR85, Lor88c, Mas83b, Mas83c, NM83a, NM83b, Ohk84, Per87a, Per83, RC83, SW82, Tut83, War84, KNN88a, KNN88b, STV87].

**Device**

**Alb84, Gou85, Hid83, KM82, MVB84, VM84, Wat83].

**Devices** [WO88].

**DG** [Kel89].

**DG/UX** [Kel89].

**Diagram** [MW84].

**Dial** [LP89].

**Dial-up** [LP89].

**Dialectic** [Rit87].

**Dialogue** [SE88].

**Diamond** [CFLT87].

**DIBOL** [ASS85].

**DIBOLIX** [ASS85].

**Dictionary** [Bra89, Hae83].

**Did** [USE83a, Ass83a, Ass83b, USE89g, USE89c].

**Different** [Koe87a].

**Differentiation** [Mar83].

**Digital** [Kin86, RC83].

**Dimensional** [Ale87a, Ale87b].

**Direct** [Ric85].

**DIRECTIONAL** [Hop87a, Hop87b].

**Directions** [Str87c, Tag83, Wat88a].

**Directly** [Eng88, Mey88].

**Directory** [Sal89a].

**Discipline** [TS87].

**Discriminatory** [CJ88, LG88].

**Discuss** [RRSZ89].

**Disk** [GRS88a, GRS88b, Har88b, JSW87, KM83, LEG88, Ste89b, Van87, YKK89, Zwi89].

**Diskless** [ACF+86, CGFCKT88].

**Disks** [Eng88, Van87].

**Dispatch** [Len86a].

**Display** [Bam85a, Bam85b, JHRR86, Lew86a, Lew86b, PG87, SSNU87].

**Displays** [McG86a, McG86b].

**Distributed**

**AF87, And88a, BKT89, BV88, Bar88a, Bar88b, BD86, BP84, CM86a, CM86b, CDT89a, CDT89b, DRL+89, DLM+87, Duc89, EBFH85a, EBFH85b, Fui89a, Gos86a, Gos86b, GZ84a, GZ84b, HSY88, HL884, Hom87, JH86, JC89a, JC89b, KBT89, Ker88, LW89a, LW89b, Lee89, LSC+88, McG85, MF89, MUn87, Pet87, RRSZ89, RU88a,
Distributing [AGHR89a, AGHR89b, BFS89].
Distribution [Bro85, DGM82, Koe84, Lad88a, Lad88b, Mar83, Nac86, Rod87, Sig87, TP86].
District [USE87g].
DITROFF [BD87b].
Diverse [JH86].
Do [Bou89, Dro84, Har88b, Hoo83, JN88, O'D83a].
Document [CM86a, CM86b, vH87].
Documentation [YT83, MdM88].
Documenting [SH85].
Does [Ree82a, Ree82b].
Domain [Hor84a, Hor84b, Lad88a, Lad88b, Mar83, Nac86, Rod87, Sig87, TP86].
Domains [PL89].
done [RR85].
Don't [O'D87c].
Doomed [Gre82a, Gre82b].
Downtime [Har87c].
Draft [Bol88].
DRAGONMAIL [CP84a, CP84b].
Drawing [Coh87].
DREGS [BCL+87].
Drive [Ste89b].
Driven [Bla83b, Bla83c, Hae83, Les83, Ney83a, Ney83b].
driver [Lau81a].
Drivers [Alb84, Gou85, Gur88, MV884, VM84, Wat83].
Dual [GM82a, GM82b].
Dublin [USE87b].
Dump [DC85, Pla89, PK88].
Dumping [Haw88a, Haw88b, Vas87a, Vas87b].
Dumps [Jaf87].
DUNE [PA89].
Duplex [Ste86].
duplicating [Hun88b, Hun88c].
Duplication [Hal87].
Durra [BDWW89].
DV [CR89].
Dynamic [HF89, KGL89, Par88a, RKPP88, SW84a, SW84b, GS87].
Dynamically [GM89, ROS87a].
Dynamics [GPF+86a, GPF+86b, PF84a, PF84b, Wil87a, Wil88].

Early [FT83].
Ease [Sch86c, Sch86b].
Eastman [Les88d].
Easy [Hop87a, Hop87b].
ED [Mok88].
Eddie [Lan86].
Edit [SV83].
Editing [Ale87a, Ale87b, BPM87, PG87, SV83].
Edition [HH86, PR85].
Editor [Ada83a, Ada83b, CFLT87, MW84, Rug82a, Rug82b, WK83a, WK83b, GS87, MD87, Sal89b].
Eddie [Lan86].
Effectively [Car88c, Nov83].
Effects [KM83, SM88a, SM88b].
Efficiency [Mur88c].
Efficient [BS85a, BS85b, FKV89, KLB89, PA89].
Effort [Lyc84, Mei84].
Eighth [HH86, PR85].
Electronic [Alt87, Bro85, HP85, Kim87, O'D83b, RRSZ89, Sal89a, SREC88, STT86a, STT86b, Tay88, van86].
Elements [Gle89].
Eliminate [Dro82].
Elmer [Pre82a, Pre82b, Thu82].
Elmer's [Car82a, Car82b].
Embedded [Isa83a, Shu89].
Embedding [NMP82].
Empirical [MF89].
Emulate [LS83b].
Emulation [PS82, SWW83].
Emulator [Cap82a, Cap82b].
Encryption [Bis88a].
End [Den83, GPF+86a, GPF+86b].
End-User [Den83].
Enforcing [Mok88].
Engine [Che87c].
Engineering [Dav89b, Ela83, Les88d, MKB89, Mor88e, AG88a, AG88b].
Engines [Inm85].
England [USE88e].
English [Bra89].
Enhanced [BW88b].
Enhancement [LN88].
Enhancements [Cal83, DGM82, Goo84, HS89, Hid83, Kol86, MK85b, RW86a, Tut83].
Enhancing [AW89, BBT83, Hir83].
Enough [Nac86, Hoo83].
Entities [NS88].
Entry [Cle83a, Cle83b].
Environment [Ado89, Ale87a, Ale87b, AN88, BDWW89, Boy84, Bry88, CMM88, Col83, Col84b, CD85, DF89, DLM+87, FS89, FHW88, Gen86, Gin88, GM89, Hae85a, Hae85b, Hae86a, Hae86b, Har87d, HSY88, HC85, Hom87, HS89, hV87, JTUB85, JH86, KLP88a, KLP88b, Kaz85a, Kaz85b, Kre83, Ki82, Lam83, LW89a, LW89b, Lib85a, Lib85b, LQC87, LSC+88, MLS88, McI87, Mer82, MR89, Mur88a, Mur88b, Nor88, Pat83, PL89, RRSZ89, RC83, Rod87, Sen87, Smi87a, TG86, Tay88, Tho85a, Tho85b, Zem83, ZP89, STV87].
Environments [BRE83, CM86a, CM86b, Har88a, DJM86,
HOG88, KNN88a, KNN88b. Equities [LSC+88]. Eradication [Hop89].

ergonomic [van86]. Error [AF86, Gra87, RW68a]. Establishing [Fer85]. etc [Hoo83, Kod82a, Kod82b].

Ethernet [Fos83a, Fos83b, Sku88]. EtherTIP [Fos83a, Fos83b]. Ethics [Spa89].

Euclid [HMP83a, HMP83b]. EUNET [RCB83]. EUNICE [Wil83d]. Europe [McK83a, McK83b].

European [Ass89e, WB85a, WB85b]. EUUG [USE87b, USE88e, Ass89f]. Evaluation [McD87, Pod82].

Every [RP84]. Everyone [Wil87a]. Everything [Bal83, LK82, Tan87b].

Evolution [AF86, Gra87, RW68a]. Establishing [Fer85]. etc [Hoo83, Kod82a, Kod82b].

Ethernet [Fos83a, Fos83b, Sku88]. EtherTIP [Fos83a, Fos83b]. Ethics [Spa89].

Euclid [HMP83a, HMP83b]. EUNET [RCB83]. EUNICE [Wil83d]. Europe [McK83a, McK83b].

European [Ass89e, WB85a, WB85b]. EUUG [USE87b, USE88e, Ass89f]. Evaluation [McD87, Pod82].

Every [RP84]. Everyone [Wil87a]. Everything [Bal83, LK82, Tan87b].

Evolution [AF86, Gra87, RW68a]. Establishing [Fer85]. etc [Hoo83, Kod82a, Kod82b].

Ethernet [Fos83a, Fos83b, Sku88]. EtherTIP [Fos83a, Fos83b]. Ethics [Spa89].

Euclid [HMP83a, HMP83b]. EUNET [RCB83]. EUNICE [Wil83d]. Europe [McK83a, McK83b].

European [Ass89e, WB85a, WB85b]. EUUG [USE87b, USE88e, Ass89f]. Evaluation [McD87, Pod82].
Hardware/I [Car82a]. Hardware/I-O [Car82a]. Hardware/I [Car82b]. Hardware/I-O [Car82b]. Harmful [Pik83]. Health [Ham87]. Heap [BL88a, BL88b]. Heap-based [BL88a, BL88b]. Hello [Ros88]. Help [Lio88, BK84]. HEMS [Par88c]. Henderson [Daw82]. Heritage [RP84]. Hesiod [Dye88]. Heterogeneous [BDWW89, CDT89a, CDT89b, FS89, Har88a, HH88, KGL89, MR89, PMD88, PL89, SS88]. Heuristics [Ste89b]. Hewlett [Cle83a, Cle83b]. Hideous [PW85]. Hierarchic [Tra85]. Hierarchical [Lib85a, Lib85b, Lor88c, Wal86a, Wal86b]. Hierarchies [Bry83a, Bry83b]. Hierarchy [FKV89, HP89a, HP89b, MLRC88]. High [Ado89, Bam85a, Bam85b, CCF89, Dan83a, Dan83b, GPF+86a, GPF+86b, Kol86, Min82a, Min82b, PBL86, Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c, Wil83b, Wil83c, Pos88]. High-End [GPF+86a, GPF+86b]. High-Performace [CCF89, GPF+86a, GPF+86b, Min82a, Min82b, Bam85a, Bam85b, PBL86]. High-speed [Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c]. Highly [ELS88b, Tay88]. Hire [SA88]. History [Fel84, Ker83, Pet83, SV83, Tan84]. HITAC [KAH83a], hoc [TK88a, TK88b]. Holes [SB88a, SB88b]. Home [Opp89a, Opp89b]. HoneyDanBer [RW86b, RW86a]. Hopkins [KTS+86a, KTS+86b]. Horses [LG88]. HOSE [SC88]. Hospital [KTS+86a, KTS+86b, KTS+86a]. Host [HSHK84]. Hosts [Hil89, McK88a]. HP [KGM89, Sto87]. HP-SDD [Sto87]. HP-UX [KGM89]. HP9000 [Lin84]. HPC [Kat89]. HPC/VORX [Kat89]. HUB [O’D87a, O’D87b]. hybrid [Sto88]. Hygiene [Sto89a]. HYPERchannel [Wat88b]. HYPERchannel-Based [Wat88b]. Hypercube [CM89b, CM89a]. Hypertext [Bro89b, Nic89, Wal87]. I-O [Car82a]. I/O [DP83a, Haw89b, Orr83, Raf87, Raf88b, RLM86a, Rob84a, Str85b, vMM88, vM88, DP83b, Haw89a, Raf88a, RLM86b, Str85a]. IAFORM [Pyn82a, Pyn82b]. iAPX286 [Bar83]. IBM [EGL86, Eng88, Tan87a, Wil83b, Wil83c]. Icon [Gri89]. Ideas [CJ88]. Identifying [LAK88]. Idle [Lit87]. IEEE [USE88c]. II [ELS88a, HP89a, HP89b]. III [CQ83a, Dav89a, LK82, LZ82, USE89e, Zuc83b, Zuc83c]. ILMON [BM87]. I’m [Lio88]. Image [Bee86, Cog87, Coh87, Gom85, Kin86, Sau88]. Imbalances [McK88a]. Immovable [Les83]. Impact [CKM85]. Impersonal [Tay86]. Implementation [ASS85, AK88, Baa88, BKT89, BL88a, BL88b, Bar83, Bas81, Bis88a, CE89a, CE89b, Cie88, Col84a, CFA85, DF84, Fis86c, Fis86d, Hat82, Hen83, HCE87, HOG88, JCS89a, JCS89b, Jun85a, Jun85b, Kup85, Ker84, KLB89, KM87, LP89, LW89a, LW89b, Len86b, Lin84, LCS87a, MP84, Mor88a, NHR84, Par88c, PBL86, RK89, ROS87a, dR85, SGK+85, SW88, SCC86a, SCC86b, War83, Wil83b, Wil83c, YSF89, Cor82, Daw82]. Implemented [Gou86]. Implementing [HRO82a, BD86, DRK+89, Get86, HRO82b, Hil89, Inn85, KT88a, KT88b, Nyb86, OTW85, Par87, Ros87c, SL89]. Implementors [DGM82, US83]. Implets [CN88]. Implications [DNQ+83]. importation [Egg89]. Imposing [Orr83]. Improved [Pea83]. Improvements [MK85b]. Improving [Gri85, Jus89, LKM84]. inch [Kri84a, Kri84b]. Include [Raf87]. Incorporating [ESS89, Kaa88a]. Incremental [Hum88a, Par88b]. Independent [Hid83, KM84b, KM84a, KAH83a, Ma83a, Ma83b]. Indexes [Les88b]. Indices [Zho87]. indirect [Lau81a]. Infinite [Sch88b]. Influence [Cab86]. Informal [Par86]. Information
Inheritance [Str89b]. Inhibit [LG88].
Insecure [NS88].
Installation [BH86, BC89, TP86, USE87d, USE88f, USE89e].
Installations [Hay88, Lee87a].
Instruction [Kle89, Mor88e].
Instrumentation [O'R88].
Instruments [Kod82a, Kod82b].
Integral [HCN85].
Integrated [BW89, Boy84, BPM87, Cog87].
Integrating [Lee89].
Integration [BSR88, URK85, RGD88].
Integrated [HCN85].
Integrity [Ful89a, Ton87].
Intel [Bar83, Lev83].
Intelligent [BFGK89, BNB87, FL82, Spe87].
Interactive [Hae85a, Hae85b, Hae86a, Hae86b, HK83, Hop89, Jac83, KAH83b, Lev83, Mye86, Phi84, Ste85, WS83a, WS83b, MD87].
Interactivity [Hos84].
Interchange [Nic85].
Interconnecting [SS88].
Interface [AW89, BEHW86a, BEHW86b, BNB87, BLSS83, CS86, ESS89, Fos83a, Fos83b, Gan86a, Gan86b, Gol88, GBM87a, GBM87b, Har85a, Har85b, IvW87, Isa83a, MN85a, MN85b, MS89, Old88a, Old88b, Ot88, Per82b, Per83, Roc89a, Rug83, SA86a, SA86b, TRY+87, Biv87, Kat82a, Kat82b].
Interfaces [BLK87, CCM87, KNN88a, KNN88b, SA88].
Interfacing [Duf82].
Intermediate [KM85].
Internet [BD86, Hed89, Mur88c, Sku88, TPR84].
Interpolation [Seq86].
Interpret [MC85a, MC85b].
Interpretation [Hef82].
Interpreter [Feu85, KLP88a, KLP88b, RK88].
Interpreter-based [KLP88a, KLP88b].
Interpreting [Sax85a].
Interpretor [BQd86].
Interprocess [Joy82a, PR85, PA89, Ste88a].
InterViews [LC87a].
Interwindow [Gil86].
Introducing [McL84].
Introduction [Ger82, Hed89, Rob89].
Intruder [HE88].
Intrusion [BK88a, BK88b].
Inventing [Spe88, Hir83].
Invited [Les88b].
Invoking [MMTW88].
IP [KM86, LP89].
IP/TCP [KM86].
IP/PC [BWH87].
Ireland [USE87b].
Iris [Gan88b, RHH85a, RHH85b, Gan88a].
Iron [Miy86].
Irresistible [Les83].
IS/1 [Tor83a, Tor83b].
IS/3 [Zuc83b, Zuc83c].
ISAM [Wil82a, Wil82b].
ISO [Dun89, HOG88, KGT89].
ISO-9660 [KGT89].
ISO/IEC [Dun89].
Isolation [HE88].
Issues [AF87, Fer82, Kaz88, NSB85, SLM89, Ton87].
Iterative [Mer82].
ITTDCD [Hid83].
January [USE84c, USE85c, USE86c, USE87g, USE89g].
Japanese [JK86].
Job [KK89a, Len86b].
Johns [KTS+86a, KTS+86b].
Joint [Usr82].
journal [UE88].
JTC1 [Dun89].
JTC1/SC22/WG15 [Dun89].
Judicial [BB87].
July [Sof83, Usr82].
June [Sof84, USE85e, USE86c, USE87f, USE89f].
JUNET [Mur88a, Mur88b].
just [Hoo83].
Kanji [JK86].
keep [PS89].
Keeping [Ing87].
Kerberos [SNS88].
KERMITE [Col84a].
Kernel [ABB+86a, ABB+86b, CMM88, Eyk88, FKN85a, FKN85b, FH88, GGSW88a, GGSW88b, HC88, HMP83a, HMP83b, Kek89, Kor89a, Kor89b, L84, LB89a, LB89b, Len86a, Lin84, LS83a, McK88b, MK88, MMT88, NY88, NLR84a, NLR84b, PM88, Req85, SH89, TRG+87, War84, Zim85].
Keystroke [WK83a, WK83b].
Kit [TvK83, KTv83].
Know [Bal83, LK82].
Knowing [Feu84].
Knowledge [GBM87a, GBM87b, HQZ+87, Ohk84, Sam87].
Knowledge-based [Sam87].
Kodak [Les88d].
KSH [Kor83a, Kor83b].
Labeling [FW89]. Laboratories [Ham87].
Laboratory [Su87]. Labs [Pre88]. Lake [Sof84, USE84a, USE84b]. lambda [CB83].
LAN [HOG88]. Land [MR88d, MR88e].
Language [Bec84, Bey87, BQd86, Cla87a, Cla87b, CH83a, CH83b, Cox82, Cox83, DJ88, FKT83, Feu85, Grib89, HZ89a, HZ89b, HMM+88a, HMM+88b, Hor82a, Isa83a, Jen83, Joh87, KLP88a, KLP88b, KT88a, KT88b, Koe85, KM87, Kor83a, Kor83b, MP84, Mil88, Mii87b, RS87, Sch82, Sch86b, Sch86c, Ter87, Tut82].
Large [AF87, Bec84, Bil86, Bis83, Bob88, ELS88a, GP88, Har88b, Hu88a, Lee87a, Mar84, PDM88, PF84a, PF84b, PL89, Sim88, STA6, TP86, USE87d, USE88f, USE89e, Wat88c, ZP89].
Large-Scale [ELS88a, GP88].
Latency [Len86a].
Latent [Fil85].
Later [Lyc85].
Lauderdale [USE89d].
Layered [Lin84].
Lazy [Dat88, Epp89, LB89a, LB89b].
Leading [Kra83]. Learn [O’D83c].
Learning [WHM89, Sal89b].
Levels [Bre88a, Jac84a, Jac84b, Lib85a, Lib85b, ST89a, ST89b, SM89, WO88, Epps9, MR88c, Kno87].
Levels [Isa83b, Lin88b].
Leverage [Mas87].
LEX [CM83, Pax84, Jac87].
Lexical [Bre88b, Gra88c, Gra88a, Gra88b].
Liability [NSB85].
libc [Kuc89].
Libraries [Arn86, DF84, GLDW87, Sun89].
Library [Fuh87a, Fuh87b, Gan88a, Gan88b, Gor87a, Gor87b, Lea88, Les88c, Oti88, Sch86a, Sch88b, SNN87, Tri89].
License [FHW88, RP84].
Licensing [Isa83a, Isa83b, Mos82, OLJ+88, Ort88].
Life [LNSZ85, PB84, Tan87b].
light [Rob87].
Lightweight [GM89, Kep89, O’D87a, O’D87b].
like [Kor89a, Ros87b, MLRC88, Bee84a, Bee84b, Kor89b, LM88a, LM88b].
Limited [War82].
Limiting [MT89].
LINCS [Req85].
Linda [KBT89].
Line [AW89, Coh87, CAG89a, CAG89b, Der83, Mas83b, Mas83c, Per85, ZP89, Kle87, NM83a, NM83b, Tal89a, Tal89b].
lines [Lau81a].
link [GS87].
Linkage [Str88b, Str88c, Str88d, Str88e, Str88f].
Links [Fer85, Gie89].
Lint [Kor89a, Kor89b].
Lint-like [Kor89a, Kor89b].
LINUS [Kra83].
LIPs [Ohk84].
LISP [DM83, Ece88, Tri87, ZH88].
List [Lew86a, Lew86b, SV83, Wat83].
List-Based [Lew86a, Lew86b].
Lists [FA88, Kra88a].
Lived [Koe87a].
Livermore [Phi84].
Load [Ber86, Cab86, McK88a, Zho87, Zuc83a].
Loader [Tim85].
Local [GB83, Koe87a, Sal82, Wam83a, Wam83b, Wat88b].
LOCK [SW88].
LOCK/ix [SW88].
Locking [Bas81, GM89].
Logic [KT88a, KT88b].
Logic-Based [KT88a, KT88b].
Logical [Kat82a, Kat82b].
Login [Con88, Lee87a].
LOGIX [Kat82c].
Logo [Har83].
London [USE88e].
Lookalike [All83a, All83b].
Lookaside [TBJW88].
Loosely [BFS89].
Loosely-Coupled [BFS89].
Loosening [Ban82].
Lot [Lio88].
Losing [Til82].
Lots [Til82].
Louisiana [USE89j].
Low [JHRR86, Les88b, Tho85c, WK83a, WK83b, Col88].
Ltd. [REE82a, Ree82b].
Lucasfilm [HL85a, HL85b, Ree82a, Ree82b].
Lucasfilms [Law83a, Law83b].
L'UNIX [WB85a, WB85b].
M [KAH83a].
M-series [KAH83a].
Mach [ABB+86a, ABB+86b, BL89].
MACH/4.3BSD [BL89].
Machine [BWP85, BDW89, BLK87, DG87, Gen86, Hum89, Joo87, KAH83a, KNN88a, KNN88b, Daw82, Del87, KNN88].
Machines [Bis88b, Duf82, Dye82a, Dye82b, KAH83a, Ond89, WJ82].
Macintosh [Fri87, Seq89, SGS89].
MacMix [Fre85].
Macro [Bo88].
Madness [Tut83].
Mail [All83c, Alt87, Bis87b, CP84a, CP84b].
DeJ86a, DeJ86b, HH86, HP85, IvW87, Ker84, Kim87, Man87a, O’B85, O’D83b, Par86, Sal89a, Sve83, Tay88, Wei84b, PG88c, Pre85.

Mailer [OK85a, OK85b]. Mainframe [HP89a, HP89b]. Mainframes [Ste86].

Maintaining [Har87d, Kal82, MAB83].

Maintenance [Bry83a, Bry83b, Kim87, TP86, Van88]. Maintenance/Distribution [Kim87].

Maitre [Ber86]. Major [DR86]. Make [Baa88, Bak89, Kin86, MAB83, Mor88b, Mor88c, DJM86, Hum87, Som88, Hir83, Fow85, Nov83]. Makealiases [PG88c]. Makefiles [MAB83]. Makeup [KV89].

Making [Kuc89, Lin88a, Nac88a, Nac88b, Sim88, TvK83].

Malloc [KV85].

Man [BLK87, Cla87a, Cla87b, Dat88, KNN88a, KNN88b, SH85]. Man-Machine [KNN88a, KNN88b]. Manage [Nic89].

Management [Akh87, Ben82, Cla88, ELS88a, FBS89, GMS87, HP89c, JC89a, JC89b, LJ84, LB89a, LB89b, MK85a, MK88, Mil84b, MF89, Mor88a, Mok88, Par88a, RK89, SM88a, SM88b, SCC86a, SCC86b, TRY+87, Ti182, ZH88].

Manager [Bae88a, Hae86a, Hae86b, Jac84a, Jac84b, Lew86a, Lew86b, Mil84b, RHH85b, RHH85b, Wil82a, Wil82b, Hae88b, RSSW89]. Managers [McG85]. Managing [EST86, Per87a, Sle87, Woz82]. Mandatory [FW89].

Manipulate [Yos85]. Manipulating [LC87b]. Manipulation [Les88c, Mi187]. Manual [NM83a, NM83b, Don89a]. Manufacturing [Dix82, SM84].

Many [HZ89a, HZ89b, Hii89, TH83a, TH83b].

Minimal [DR83b]. Minimalist [HP89c].
Mini [Sch83a]. MINIX [GD89, Tan87a].
MIPS [PY84a, PY84b]. Miranda [Tur87, Tur88].
Miro [HMM+88b, HMM+88a]. Miscellaneous [Bak94]. Mistress [KL82b]. Mixed [Bec84].
Mixed-Language [Bec84]. Mixing [Fre85].
Mk [Hum87]. Mkuser [PS89].
MSS [HP89a, HP89b]. MSS-II [HP89a, HP89b].
Multi [BEHW86a, BEHW86b, BER88a, BER88b, Cra87a, Cra87b, Fed88a, Fed88b, Har87a, Har87b, HR85a, HR85b, JS89a, JS89b, Rei89, ST89a, ST89b, Tes86a, Tes86b, FKN85a, FKN85b]. Multi-CPU [FKN85a, FKN85b]. Multi-Level [ST89a, ST89b].
Multi-media [BERS88a, BERS88b]. Multi-platform [Rei89]. Multi-process [HR85a, HR85b]. Multi-Processor [JS89a, JS89b, Tes86a, Tes86b].
Multi-Representation [BEHW86a, BEHW86b]. Multi-Routing [Fed88a, Fed88b]. Multi-System [Har87a, Har87b]. Multi-User [Cra87a, Cra87b]. Multicasting [Per87b].
Multilevel [MR88a, MR88b, MR88c].
Multimedia [CFLT87]. Multiple [HRO82a, HRO82b, Hum88a, Jac86a, Jac86b, Jaf87, KM82, Kle86, KM87, Lib87, Mil89, Pat83, Str89b]. Multiple-Process [HRO82a, HRO82b]. Multiplied [KAH83b]. multiplexing [Lau81a].
Multiplexor [Pik84a, Pik84b].
Multiprocessor [BB84, BW89, BK85, BFS89, BC84, CR87, EB88, EA85a, EB88b, GB89, Gou85, HC88, HCN85, JC88, Kel89, LL87, Mil86, PBL86, RSV85, SL89, TBJ88, USE89a, USE89b, vMM88, vM88].
Multiprocessors [ELS88a]. Multitasking [Fou88, Rei89]. Multithreaded [Kor89a, Kor89b, MS89]. Multiuser [Mii86].
Multivariable [Cic88]. MUSH [Elz84].
Music [Fre85, Haw86a, Haw87b, Kee88, Lau86, Fox87, Fox87]. Musings [Spa89].
MUSK [Cra87a, Cra87b]. Mutation [CM89a, CM89b]. MX [Lau81a]. My [Bey87, Lio88].
Name [BD86, Dye88, PW85, TPRZ84]. Names [Par86]. NAPS [BG88b]. Nation [PP85].
National [Hag83, Kod82a, Kod82b, NMS83, SJ83].
Native [Ter87]. Natural [Har85a, Har85b].
Navy [Gro82, SNU87]. NBS [Che82].
Need [Col87b, FKN85a, FKN85b]. Needs [BL88a, BL88b]. Negotiating [JLS84].
NERECO [STV87]. Nervous [McK88a].
Nest [BS88a, BS88a]. Nested [Duc89, Epp89]. Net [Ker84, Lau81c].
Netdump [Haw88b, Haw88a]. NETIX [Wam83a, Wam83b]. Netnews [Wei85a, Wei85b, NS85, TH86, Wei84b].
Network [ACF+86, BS88a, BS88b,
BM87, BIs88b, BO83a, BO83b, BP84, DeJ86a, DeJ86b, DLM+87, Fen87, Fer85, FHV88, GB83, GZ84a, GZ84b, HS89, HI88, Hor83, Joi87, KM86, KGL89, KSH83, KSH84, Le82f, Mi84a, Mun87, Nac86, NS86, PMD88, PG88a, PG88b, Phi84, Pre88, Rod87, SGK+85, SCW89a, SCW89b, Sim88, SNS88, Sun89, TGB+89, WLS+85, Wat88b, Wei84a, Wei84b, Yam88, YSF89, Bak89, Li88, Pre85, Gou86.

Networked [Pic83, Rei89, ZP89].

Networking [CKM85, Mul87, OMI86, Req85, RW86b, TG86, Wam83a, Wam83b, Ren88a, Ren88b, Ren88c].

Networks [BDWW89, MS88, Sal82, Sch89, Ste84, Sal89a].

Newcastle [Bla83a].

News [Col87b, Dun88, GRS88a, GRS88b, Hor83, Per87b, Pre82a, Pre82b, Den86, Den89, Rob87].

Newsletter [Ass89f, Ass89e].

Next [Cha87a, McG86a, McG86b].

Next-Generation [McG86a, McG86b].

NFS [CGFCKT88, Jus89, Lil88, RWFC86].

NFSSTONE [SCW89a, SCW89b].

NIAL [Jen83].

NIDX [BK88a, BK88b].

night [Ing87].

Nihongo [JK86].

NIX [Cap82a, Cap82b].

NM [Ort88].

NLS [Pea83].

Non-Paged [Pea83].

Notesfiles [Ess85].

Notice [Erl88].

Noticeable [Kra83].

Notification [DEF+88].

Notifier [Eva86].

NOTREACHED [DC85].

NOVA [Han82].

November [USE86d, USE87a, USE88f, USE89].

Novice [Smi87a].

NRS [Bro87].

NS16000 [Z83], NS16032 [S83].

Number [Mck88b, DJM86].

number-crunchers [DJM86].

Numeric [BB83].

Numerical [Ste88a].

NUNIX [Tes82].

NYU [EGL86].

O [JK86, Car82a, Car82b, DP83a, DP83b, Haw89a, Haw89b, Orr83, Raf87, Raf88a, Raf88b, RLML86a, RLML86b, Rob84a, Str85a, Str85b, vMM88, vMM88].

Object [Ale87a, Ale87b, AQ84, BKT89, Bih88, Bla89, Car87a, Car87b, CKK87, Cox82, DRK+89, Den86, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, GGSW88a, GGSW88b, Gor87a, Gor87b, JC89a, JC89b, LW89a, LW89b, Les83, LL83a, LL83b, NLR84a, NLR84b, O’D87a, O’D87b, SE88, Sha89, SGH+89, SA86a, SA86b, Str87d, Str87e, VL88a, VL88b, Wal86a, Wal86b, WRM+89].

Object-Based [GGSW88a, GGSW88b, WRM+89, NLR84a, NLR84b].

Object-File [LL83a, LL83b].

Object-Oriented [Ale87a, Ale87b, Bih88, Bla89, Car87a, Car87b, CKK87, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, Gor87a, Gor87b, JC89a, JC89b, LW89a, LW89b, Sha89, SGH+89, SA86a, SA86b, Str87d, Str87e, VL88a, VL88b].

Objective [Cox83].

Objects [DV89, SL88, SREC88, Sta87a, Sta87b].

Observations [Miy88, TBS87].

October [USE87c, USE88a, USE88k, USE89d].

ODEs [Ste88a].

OEM [Mee85].

oer [Biv87].

Oering [Guf83, San83].

Oerings [Isl83b].

Oce [Che82, Ney83a, Ney83b, van86].

Offs [Kri84a, Kri84b].

OFS [Ama88].

Ohio [Woh88, Zwi88a, Zwi88b].

OLC [CAF89a, CAF89b].

Old [LNSZ85].

On-Line [CAF89a, CAF89b, Mas83b, Mas83c, Kle87, NM83a, NM83b, Tal89a, Tal89b].

On-Screen [Pyn82a, Pyn82b].

Once [LEG88, Spe88].

One [HZ89a, HZ89b, Lib87].

Online [Cla89, Les88c].

Only [Spe88].

Ontario [Sof83, USE83b].

ONYX [Cor82].

Op [Chr89b, Chr89a].

Open [CCM87, SE88, SNS88, TM82].

Operating [Bar88a, Bar88b, Bec84, CRJ87, CTD89a, CTD89b, Col84c, Dan83a, Dan83b, DV89, DJ88, DP83a, DP83b, EBFH85a, EBFH85b, Gie83, GB89, GD89, HK86a, HK86b, JC88, KN188, KK89a, Kiv84, Kra88a, LM88a, LM88b, Lee89, LH84a, LH84b, MC85a, MC85b, MH88, McG85, MFS89, RLS88, RA88a, RA88b, RKK88, RGDP88, RAA+88, Sal88, SNS88].
Sam87, SLM89, Sha89, SGH89, Shu89, ST89a, ST89b, Swe83, TMS2, Tes86a, Tes86b, USE88c, Ass88e, Ups82, UJ83, Wam83a, Wam83b, WRM89, WJ82, Don88].

Operations [SM88a, SM88b]. Operators [Win88]. Optical [Ama88, GRS88a, GRS88b, Kiv84, LEG88, YKK89].

Optimization [Rob84a]. Optimizations [HCE87]. Optimizer [AQ84, GMW86, KM85, Tim85].

Optimizing [Gri85, LR84, Mey82b, Pow83]. Option [Per85]. Options [Kri84a, Kri84b].

OPUS [Bak89]. ORE [Jam88]. Oregon [USE85e]. Organization [Isa83b].

Orientation [Duf85, Man87b]. Oriented [Ale87a, Ale87b, Bibi88, Bla89, Car87a, Car87b, CKK87, Cox82, DRK89, Den86, Fuh87a, Fuh87b, Gor87a, Gor87b, JC89a, JC89b, Lad88a, Lad88b, LW89a, LW89b, Orr83, Pik84a, Pik84b, Sha89, SGH89, SA86a, SA86b, Str87d, Str87e, Sun88, VL88a, VL88b, Wi82a, Wi82b]. Original [AGHR89a, AGHR89b]. Orleans [USE89a, USE89j]. OS/2 [Bak89, Car87c]. OSI [Bak89, FFH86]. OSx [Bot84].

Othello [Col80]. Other [Tay86, Elz84]. our [LS83b]. Out-Of-Band [Rag89a, Rag89b].

Outline [RSSW89]. Output [KV89].

Overhead [Les88b]. Overview [CC86, Dav89c, Dyk87, GR85, How88, Joy82b, Ker88, OCD87, PHS88a, PHS88b, Per85, RFH86a, RFH86b, Sch88a, Ter87, Tur88, WLS85, Wat88a].

Oxford [Bra89].

PA [USE87d, USE88i, USE89h]. Pacific [Car87a, Car87b]. Package [BPM87, Dan83a, Dan83b, Der83, Dyk87, Ell85, Hor82b, Lad88a, Lad88b, Mar84, NB84, Pyn82a, Pyn82b, WH83, ZDS85].


Paging [Mil84b]. Panel [Tri89]. papers [USE88d]. Papillon [Che87a]. Paradigm [KBT89]. Paradigms [LGZ98]. Parallel [Baa88, Bos88, Bre88a, Bry88, DGL87, EGL86, ELS88b, Gle89, JTB85, Kuc89, LM88a, LM88b, LFN89a, LFN89b, Mun87, Ros87b, RS87, SC88].
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Time-sharing [Ney83a, Ney83b].

Timesharing [MF83].

Tinfoil [ACF86].

Together [BPM87].

Tolerant [LA89a, LA89b].

Tool [And82a, And82b, BS88a, BS88b, Cha87a, CM89a, CM89b, Chr89a, Chr89b, Haw88a, Haw88b, JA88, Kor89a, Kor89b, LOR88a, LOR88b, Neu86a, Neu86b, Pax84, RN88, RV85, TV83, Tu82, WS83a, WS83b, MDA88].

Tool-based [LOR88a, LOR88b].

Toolkit [MA88, RW87, Roes89b, Roes90c, SA88, Wal87, WS84, ML88, PHS88a, PHS88b, PBT86, RDGP88].

Tools [And88a, BB83, Bre83, Che87a, CM83, DR83b, FS89, Gro82, Han82, HS88, Hat82, Hau83, Haw85, Hen83, Jac83, Kae88, KL87a, KL87b, Lor88c, Lou82, Mei84, O’D83c, Per83, Sch86a, Sch83a, Sch83b, SREC88, Sve83, TP86, Usr82, USE83b, USE83b, Ass83b, USE84b, UJ83, Yos85].

Top [Epp89].

Top-level [Epp89].

TOPS [Bee84a, Bee84b, Hat82].

TOPS-20 [Hat82].

TOPS-20-like [Bee84a, Bee84b].

Toronto [Sof83, USE83b, KL82a].
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GZ84b, Hae89, Hag83, HK83, Ham87, HS82, HQZ+87, Har83, Haw85, HL5a, HL5b, Haw86a, Haw87a, HRO82b, HLW84, HCC+87, HJAW88, HA84, HP89a, HP89b, HCN85, HH86, HP89c, HMP83a, HMP83b, Hoo83, Hor82a, Hos83, Hos84, Hum88b, Hum88c, IvW87, Is83b, Jac84a, Jac84b, Jac87, JUT88, Joh87, JH86, JN88, Jun85a, Jun85b, JK86, KN88, Kar83, Kat83, Kat82a, Kat82b, Kep85, Kin83, KK89a, Kiv84, Kle86, Kod82a, Kod82b, KM87, KA83a, Kar89a].

UNIX [Kor89b, Kra88a, Kra88b, KM83, Kri84a, Kri84b, KI82, LJ84, Lam83, LM88a, LM88b, Lan84, LP89, LEG88, Law83a, Law83b, LL87, Lee89, Len87, Les88a, Les88c, Lib87, Lin84, LH84b, LSC+88, LS83a, Lyc85, MLCR88, MC85a, MC85b, MS88, MF83, MK85a, MH88, Mas87, Mas88, Mc88, Mc88a, Mc89, Mc89b, MK88, McL83, McL84, Mer82, Mi84a, Mi86, Min82a, Min82b, MMTW88, Miy86, Mor88d, Mul87, Mur83, NM83a, NM83b, NMS83, Ney83a, Ney83b, NLR84a, NLR84b, NMP82, O882, O'D83a, O'D83c, O(D83b, O'D87d, Pan88, Par88c, P82, PMD88, Pat83, PF84a, PF84b, Pea80, Pea83, Per87a, Per82a, Per82b, PJ89a, PJ89b, Pic83, Piki82, Piki83, Pia89, Poe87, PK88, PB84, Pos88, Pow84, Poz83, PY84a, PY84b, RW8A7, RC83, RP84, Ree82a, Ree82b].

UNIX [Req85, Ric85, RW86b, RW86a, Rob84a, Rob84b, Rod86, RKPP88, RT83, Rug83, Sam87, SW82, San89, Sax85a, Sax85b, Sax85c, SW88, SR85a, SR85b, SH85, SSWW83, SJ83, Sku88, ST89a, ST89b, Sni83, SM88a, SM88b, Smi89, SM89, SD87, Ste88b, Sti83, STA86, ST87c, STT86a, STT86b, Tag83, Tal89a, Tal89b, TH83a, TH83b, TkvK83, Tan87a, Tan84, Tan87b, TG88, TY82, Tho85a, Tho85b, TS87, Til84, Til87a, Til87b, TBS87, Tra85, Tre88, TWM86a, TWM86b, Tuo82, Tuo83, Tur87, USE88b, USE88i, Ass89e, USE89h, Uhl87, UTC84, URK85, van86, VB83, Wal82a, Wal82b, Wal82c, Wan83a, Wan83b, Wat83, Weh83, WJ82, Wil83b, Wil83c, Wil82a, Wil82b, WH83, Woz82, Yao83, YT83, YSF89, Yos85, ZDS85, Zin85, Zuc83b, Zuc83a, Zuc83c, vMM88, vMM88, AK88].

UNIX [AN88, Bil86, Car88c, Con88, Gen86, Har88a, Haw86b, Haw87b, Hay88, HK86a, HK86b, Hum88a, Joi87, Kle85, Kle87, Kno87, Kol86, Lau81c, Lit87, Mog89, PR85, Rei81, Rit87, Sha89, Spe89, SCC86a, SCC86b, TRG+87, TRY+87]. UNIX-Based [McD84a, McD84b, Per87a, PY84a, PY84b, WH83, HK83, KK89a, SR85a, SR85b, Sti83, HK86a, HK86b, Mog89]. UNIX-Like [MLRC88, LM88a, LM88b]. UNIX/Prime [WJ82]. Unknown [NS88]. unofficially [Tut83]. Unorthodox [Mor88e]. Untrusted [NS88]. Upas [Pre85]. Update [Car88d, Hae89, Hen83, Lad88a, Lad88b, McC88, Mei84]. Uptime [Hal87]. USA [Sof84, USE84c, USE85c, USE85e, USE86c, USE86e, USE87f, USE87g, USE88g, USE88h]. USE88j, USE89f, USE89g]. Usability [ESS89]. Usage [HS82, Kor89a, Kor89b]. User [DP83a, DP83b, E85, Gra88c, Gra88a, Gra88b, Hum89, Kal82, Kuc89, Til82]. used [LFN+89a, LFN+89b]. USENET [Fai86, GRS88a, GRS88b, Kat84, Hor83]. USENIX [Sof83, Sof84, SHH85, Til88, U 82, U89]. USENIX/Software [USE82b, USE83b, Ass83b, USE84b]. User [Abbb, BLSS83, CCM87, Cra87a, Cra87b, DM88, Den83, Gan86a, Gan86b, Gol88, GBM87a, GBM87b, Har85a, Har85b, Hoo83, IvW87, Jac84a, Jac84b, Jac86a, Jac86b, Lib85a, Lib85b, LS83a, M86, PMD88, Per83, RW86a, Rug83, SA86a, SA86b, SA88, Ass89e, War84, WO88, YAM88, Y83, Biv87, DJM86]. User-Interface [GBM87a, GBM87b, Per83]. User-Interfaces [SA88]. User-Level [Jac84a, Jac84b, Lib85a, Lib85b, WO88].
User-Mode [War84]. User-Space [Yam88].
User-tunable [Jac86a, Jac86b]. usernames [PS89]. Users
[Hag83, Les83, Nor88, Smi87a, Usr82]. Using [And88a, Car88c, CKK87, CM83, CLH+89, DRK+89, FT83, FH88, Gri85, HM89, Hop87c, Leb87, Les88c, MA88, Nic89, Nov83, Per87b, Pow84, Ros87d, Sax85b, Sax85c, Sch89, SE88, Wal87, AG88a, AG88b, Jac83, Par86].

UT [USE84a, USE84b]. Utah [Sof84, PBT86]. UTek [McI87]. Utilities [MFS89, Bak89]. Utilization [Kle89]. UXT [USE84a, USE84b]. Utility [USE84a, USE84b]. UTMOST [Ney83a, Ney83b]. UTS [Wal82a, Wal82b, Wal82c]. UUCP [DLKE84, HSHK84, Ker84, KSH83, KSH84, NHR84, Per87b, RW86b, RW86a, SHH85].

UUCP/Usenet [HSHK84]. Uwm [Gan86b, Gan86a]. UX [KGTM89].

V [CGFCKT88, Dav89c, KM87, Wil89, Pik83, Arn86, BFGK89, Bal83, CQ83b, FW89, Goo84, Gu88c, Lan84, Len86b, Mi84b, OMI86, San83, Tim85]. V3 [Ste88b]. V/MLS [FW89]. Vacation [LS83b]. Vader [Rae82a, Rae82b].

Validation [FN83]. Variable [ABD+89]. Variables [Lib85a, Lib85b]. Variant [Ros82]. VAX [Cap82a, Cap82b, DJM86, GM82a, GM82b, Kri84a, Kri84b, LS83b, Tor83a, Tor83b, Tuo82, KM83]. VAX/VMS [Cap82a, Cap82b, Tor83a, Tor83b]. VAX11 [See83]. VCHK [Bry83a, Bry83b]. VDM [CKK87]. Vehicle [MR88a, MR88e]. Vendor [War82]. Venture [Wil83a].

Version [FKN85a, FKN85b, KL82b, RW87, Som88, Sch83c, Wei84a]. versus [Sch83a, Tri87]. Very [AF87, Bis83, Wat88c]. vfork [Kar83]. vi [Sal89b]. via [Man87a, Man87b, Wei84b, Wei85a, Wei85b].

Vice [Koe87b]. Video [HK83, JHR86]. Videotape [Ger82]. View [Ana88, O'D87d]. Viewing [BPM87]. Viral [Du89b]. Virology [McI89]. Virtual [BWP85, Che87b, Cla88, Fos83a, Fos83b, GB83, Gen86, GMS87, JC89a, JC89b, KA83a, MK85a, Mi84b, Mor88a, Ne83, Roc89b, Roc89c, Sve83, SCC86a, SCC86b, Tri89, U83, Van87, L88a, Ups82].


wa [JK86]. Walker [FKV89]. want [O'D83a]. Wanted [Bal83, L82]. Wars [Hum88a]. Was [TA82, L82]. Washington [USE84c, USE87g, Ass88e]. watch [Ing87]. Watchdogs [BP88a, BP88b]. Watermark [LB89a, LB89b]. Watermark-based [LB89a, LB89b]. WEBDMS [USE89k].


Widgets [SA87]. Wild [Alt87]. Will [BED+85]. Window [AM85a, AM85b, BN87, C87+89, Fu89b, Gan88a, Gan88b, Get86, Gos86a, Gos86b, Jae84a, Jac84b, Lew86a, Lew86b, MF83, McG85, Neu86a, Neu86b, O'D87c, P89a, P89b, R88a, R88b, Rob89, Ros89a, Roc89b, Roc89c, T82, TW84, Tra85, U87, Rob87].

Window-Based [AM85a, AM85b, Neu86a, Neu86b]. Windowered [McG86a, McG86b]. Winowing [Rei89, ST89a, ST89b]. Windows [DR86, KTS+86a, Col84b, Eva83, Gan86a, Gan86b, HL85a, HL85b, KTS+86b].


wa [JK86]. Walker [FKV89]. want [O'D83a]. Wanted [Bal83, L82]. Wars [Hum88a]. Was [TA82, L82]. Washington [USE84c, USE87g, Ass88e]. watch [Ing87]. Watchdogs [BP88a, BP88b]. Watermark [LB89a, LB89b]. Watermark-based [LB89a, LB89b]. WEBDMS [USE89k].


Widgets [SA87]. Wild [Alt87]. Will [BED+85]. Window [AM85a, AM85b, BN87, C87+89, Fu89b, Gan88a, Gan88b, Get86, Gos86a, Gos86b, Jae84a, Jac84b, Lew86a, Lew86b, MF83, McG85, Neu86a, Neu86b, O'D87c, P89a, P89b, R88a, R88b, Rob89, Ros89a, Roc89b, Roc89c, T82, TW84, Tra85, U87, Rob87].

Window-Based [AM85a, AM85b, Neu86a, Neu86b]. Windowered [McG86a, McG86b]. Winowing [Rei89, ST89a, ST89b]. Windows [DR86, KTS+86a, Col84b, Eva83, Gan86a, Gan86b, HL85a, HL85b, KTS+86b].
MR88c, Opp89a, Opp89b, TF89a, TF89b].

**WINDX** [Col84b]. *Winter*

[USE83a, Ass83a, Ass83b, USE85c, USE85b, USE86e, USE86b, USE87g, USE88d, Ass88d, Ass89d, USE89g, USE89c]. *Wire* [Lan86].

**Within** [MMTW88]. *Without*

[Me88b, Pan88, Zwi89, HCC87, Mil88].

**Word** [Les88c]. *Words* [Ros82, Tri89].

**work** [RR85]. *Workbench*

[Ivi84a, Ivi84b, Smi83, Tor83a, Tor83b].

**Workload** [Cab86]. *Works* [Kee88, Lau81b].

**Workshop** [USE85d, USE86d, USE87a, USE87c, USE87d, USE88c, Ass88e, USE88f, USE88g, USE88h, USE88i, USE89d, USE90e, USE89a, USE89h, USE89k, USE89i, USE89j].

**Workspace** [SE88]. *Workstation*

[Bec82, Big85, Hay88, KTS86a, KTS86b, Leb87, LOR88a, LOR88b, LS83b, Mc84a, Mc84b, P89a, P89b, Tho85c].

**Workstation-Based** [KTS86a, KTS86b].

**Workstations** [AM85a, AM85b, CGFCK88, DR86, GW86a, GW86b, L87, NS88, Sha83, Tre88, Van88]. *Worksteps*

[Ral88a, Ral88b]. *World*

[Das88, O83c, O83d, Ros88, TBS87].

**Worm** [See89]. *Worth* [Dun88].

**Write-Once** [LEG88]. *Writer* [Smi83].

**Writing** [Kir87, M884, YT83]. *Written*

[Feu84, HMP83a, HMP83b]. *WYSISYG*

[Wal87]. *WYSIYWG* [MD87].

**X** [Eng88, Ful89b, Gan86a, Gan86b, MA88, Par88a, RW87, SA88, TF89a, TF89b].

**X-MP** [Eng88, Par88a]. *X.25*

[HOG88, Mil84a]. *X.400* [DN87]. *XI1*

[LR89, Opp89a, Opp89b, Ros88, Sch88a].

**X11/NeWS** [Opp89a, Opp89b, Sch88a].

**XENIX** [DP83a, DP83b, MVB84, RSW83, VM84].

**XINU** [BWP85]. *Xlib* [Don89a]. *XNS*

[OTW85]. *XVT* [Roc89b, Roc89c].

**YABS** [Sim89]. *yacc*

[CM83, Joh88a, Joh88b]. *Yackos* [HF89].

**Years** [Lyc85]. *yonder* [Rob87]. *You’re* [Red85]. *Yunikkusu* [JK86].

**Z** [Dan83a, Dan83b]. *Z80* [DP83a, DP83b]. *Zephyr* [DEF88].
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